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Abstract

exhibit higher maximum pitch and greater pitch variance, [8]
find that men prefer higher pitch in women, while women prefer lower pitch in men; [11] looking at male voices also find
that low pitch is preferred, and additionally report an effect of
f0 variance in interaction with f0 mean, where low variance is
preferred for voices with medium mean f0 , while mid and high
variance is preferred for either low or high mean f0 voices.
The finding that f0 or pitch play an important role is challenged by [15] who find that low F1 is rated as more attractive
for male voices, while there is no significant effect of f0 . They
claim that voices that are thought to reflect greater body height
in men are preferred, and since low F1 as an indicator of vocal
tract size is a more reliable estimator of body height than f0 ,
this explains the null result regarding f0 . In addition [15] find
breathier female voices, and male voices with shorter durations
to be more attractive. They also report a possibly sociophonetic effect, namely the preference of a low F2 in /u/ for female
voices, which they interpret as an indication that the /u/ fronting
that is typical for female Californian speakers is evaluated positively by raters.
Other studies corroborate the relevance of vocal tract length
as derived from formants, for instance [5] find a preference for
more dispersed formants in female voices, and [13] a preference for less dispersed formants in male voices when evaluated
by females; however the latter also find that dispersion is not
predictive of dominance ratings of male voices by men. The
preference for breathier female voices found by [15] had previously been found by [8], interestingly along with a preference for wide formant dispersion in female voices, contradicting [13] and in contrast to [15] who obtained this finding for
men but not for women. A few studies report results for intensity, e.g. more varied intensity in men who are perceived as
friendly [7]. That particular study also finds effects of lexical
parameters and laughter, for instance friendly men and women
are reported to use more turn-medial or turn-final laughter. Another study [16] reports an effect of speech rate (higher likeability scores for decreased speech rate), but only for women.
That study also finds that skewness correlates with likeability
for women, while the “speaker’s formant” (increased intensity
in long-term average spectrum between 3 and 4 kHz) is found
in the voices of likeable men.
Another line of research is interested in the question of
whether it is possible, and with which accuracy, to tell if voices
will be perceived as attractive or pleasant, given a very large set
of (usually acoustic-phonetic) parameters [10, 9, 3]. These studies typically investigate many more parameters; for instance,
[10] use more than 4000 features derived from 60 low-level
cepstral, auditory spectral, energy-related, voice-related, or f0 related parameters extracted with openSMILE [17]; [9] use 310
features comprising energy-related features as well as f0 formants, cepstral features, voice quality, and articulation speed.
However while these studies to some extent also investigate
which features are central for the prediction, they do usually not

This study investigates how acoustic and lexical properties of
spontaneous speech in dialogs affect perceived social attractiveness in terms of speaker likeability, friendliness, competence,
and self-confidence. We analyze a database of longer spontaneous dialogs between German female speakers and the mutual ratings that dialog partners assigned to one another after
every conversation. Thus the ratings reflect long-term impressions based on dialog behavior. Using linear mixed models, we
investigate both classical acoustic-prosodic and lexical parameters as well as parameters that capture the degree of speakers’ adaptation, or “convergence”, of these parameters to each
other. Specifically we find that likeability is correlated with the
speaker’s lexical convergence as well as with her convergence
in f0 peak height. Friendliness is significantly related to variation in intensity. For competence, the proportion of positive
words in the dialog, variation in shimmer, and overall phonetic
convergence are significant correlates. Self-confidence finally
is related to several prosodic, phonetic, and lexical adaptation
parameters. In some cases, the effect depends on whether interlocutors also had eye contact during their conversation. Taken
together, these findings provide evidence that in addition to classical parameters, convergence parameters play an important role
in the mutual perception of social attractiveness.
Index Terms: social attractiveness, convergence, spontaneous
speech

1. Introduction
A considerable body of literature has investigated acoustic correlates of extralinguistic factors such as emotion and personality
(see e.g. [1, 2] for overviews). In recent years, voice attractiveness and pleasantness have also gained interest, and they have
been hypothesized to depend on similar parameters [3]. In this
field the focus is often on cross-gender perception of voice attractiveness, and the notion of attractiveness in these cases is
then to some extent biased to sexual attractiveness (see for instance [4, 5, 6, 7, 8]). Other research on voice attractiveness,
or pleasantness, is in the context of dialog systems aiming to
provide pleasant synthetic voices [9, 10]. In any case, research
in the domain of vocal attractiveness or pleasantness typically
makes use of short, often read, sometimes synthetic, stimuli,
which are rated by independent listeners outside communication situations (e.g. [5, 11, 12, 13, 10, 6, 14, 8, 15]); [3] refer to
this as a “passive rating scenario” . One of the very few exceptions is [7] who investigate mutual ratings of participants of a
speed dating game.
Among the parameters that have been suggested to be related to voice attractiveness and pleasantness, many are related
to f0 ; for instance [4] finds closely spaced low-frequency harmonics correlate with women’s perception of male attractiveness, [5] show that feminine women prefer lower-pitched male
voices; in a speed-dating study [7] women perceived as friendly
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2.3. Extracted parameters

aim at isolating the effects of specific parameters on perceived
attractiveness.
The present study complements existing research in several
ways: (i) the attractiveness ratings in our case are ratings that
conversation partners gave each other after a longer conversation, and they are in this respect more “authentic” than ratings
collected in a passive rating scenario from independent raters;
(ii) since the ratings are obtained on the basis of a longer dialog instead of a relatively short excerpt of speech they may
not only reflect relatively superficial acoustic properties but also
more long-term parameters including conversation content; and
(iii) we expect that in addition to more superficial, physicallydriven acoustic parameters, conversation “behavior” including
adjustments of a speaker to the partner, may affect (or reflect)
the partner’s rating to some extent. Since our ratings are based
on “more evidence” than the classic ratings from passive rating scenarios (in that they are based on mutual perception in
longer dialogs including behavior in the dialog), we suggest that
they reflect “social attractiveness” rather than the classic “voice
attractiveness”. It should also be noted that we only look at
female-female conversations, thus our ratings are less likely to
reflect sexual aspects of attractiveness.
We describe the data we used in this study in the following section, followed by the results of our statistical analysis in
section 3 and their discussion in section 4.

2.3.1. Segmental and prosodic parameters
In order to receive reliable measurements of the phonetic parameters, especially the voice quality parameters, we restricted
our analyses to syllables with quantitatively long vowels (i.e.
vowels with a /:/ symbol) which were at least 0.1 s long. We
extracted properties related to pitch using two different approaches: Once we measured the pitch median in each long
vowel, and once we used the PaIntE f0 parametrization method
[20, 21] to extract the amplitudes of f0 rises and falls as well
as the height of f0 peaks in the corresponding syllable. As a
measure of temporal prosodic properties, we extracted syllable
durations. Regarding voice quality, we used Praat [22] to calculate shimmer, jitter, and the harmonics-to-noise ratio (HNR) in
each long vowel using the voice report function. We also measured intensity in each long vowel. In addition we calculated
F1 and F2 using formant from the ESPS/waves package. Shimmer, jitter, HNR and intensity were scaled and centered on a byvowel basis to avoid vowel-intrinsic effects on each parameter.
We then eliminated outliers following standard procedure by
discarding all data points where for at least one dimension the
value was more than 1.5 times the Interquartile Range beyond
the quartiles, reducing the number of data points from 23,244
to 11,332. In case of the pitch parameters, we did this on a
by-speaker basis; in case of the voice quality and formant parameters, on a by-speaker, by-vowel basis. We then calculated
means and standard deviations of all these parameters for each
speaker and each conversation. We refer to the resulting mean
parameters below as pitch, f0rise, f0fall, f0peak, syldur, shimmer, jitter, HNR, and intensity and to their standard deviations
as pitch.sd, f0rise.sd, f0fall.sd, f0peak.sd, syldur.sd, shimmer.sd,
jitter.sd, HNR.sd, and intensity.sd. The means and standard deviations of the formants were only used for calculating the convergence parameters below.

2. Method
We use the GECO database of German conversational speech
[18, 19] to investigate segmental, prosodic, and lexical correlates of perceived social attractiveness in interactions between
women. This database was originally recorded to investigate
phonetic convergence, i.e. to investigate how speakers in natural, free conversations adapt their way of speaking to each other.
In addition to the conversations themselves, GECO also contains mutual ratings of the speakers, including aspects such as
likeability and friendliness. We use these data to explore the relation between these ratings and the phonetic and lexical parameters that the speakers employed. We will describe the speech
data, the ratings, and the parameters we extracted in the following subsections.

2.3.2. Phonetic convergence parameters
In addition to the above parameters, we wanted to capture how
speakers adapted these parameters to their partners, since it
is well accepted that the degree of adaptation (and its direction, i.e., divergence or convergence) is related to social factors
(e.g. [23, 24, 25]). For the intonation and formant parameters
above, we calculated the adaptation as the difference between
the speaker’s mean in a specific dialog and the speaker’s mean
in all her other dialogs, normalized by her standard deviation in
her other dialogs. We multiplied by -1 in cases where the partner’s mean was below the speaker’s mean to ensure that positive
values occur in cases where the speaker adapted her mean towards the other speaker’s mean (i.e. convergence), and negative
values in cases where the speaker adapted away from the other
speaker (i.e. divergence). We refer to the resulting convergence
parameters below as f1.conv, f2.conv, pitch.conv, f0rise.conv,
f0fall.conv, f0peak.conv, and syldur.conv. Since speakers may
employ individual parameters in convergence, we added two
more features, which correspond to the highest and lowest convergence value observed for a speaker in a dialog. The highest
value thus captures the strongest convergence a speaker exhibited in any of the parameters (conv), and the lowest captures the
strongest divergence exhibited (div).

2.1. Speech Data
GECO contains 46 dialogs between 13 previously unacquainted
German female speakers in different dialog pairings. Each dialog lasted around 25 minutes, and the speech data amounts
to approx. 21 hrs of speech. The dialogs were completely
free, spontaneous dialogs about topics of the speakers’ choice,
recorded in a sound-attenuated chamber in two conditions; a
monomodal condition where participants were separated by a
sound-treated wall and could not see each other, and a multimodal condition where participants were only separated by a
transparent screen and could see each other.
2.2. Ratings
After each dialog, speakers filled in questionnaires about their
impression of the conversation partner and of the conversation
in general. In this study, we use items related to perceived
social attractiveness, namely ratings of how likeable (“sympathisch”), friendly (“freundlich”), competent (“kompetent”), and
self-confident (“selbstsicher”) speakers were perceived by their
partner. Answers to each of these items were on a 5-point Likert
scale ranging from “yes” to “no”.

2.3.3. Lexical convergence and similarity
We defined a measure for lexical convergence which is based
on the well-known tf-idf vector-space measure for document
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Table 1: Fixed effects in the self-confidence model.

similarity [26]. The tf-idf measure captures how central a specific word is to a conversation, compared to other conversations.
We treated all half-dialogs (all tokens in a dialog uttered by the
same speaker) as individual documents. We then determined
tf-idf values for all normalized (all lower-case) tokens in these
half-dialogs using the tidyverse package [27] in R. Each halfdialog is then represented by a vector where the dimensions of
the vector correspond to the word types of all dialogs in the corpus. The values of the vectors correspond to the tf-idf values,
with 0 for all tokens which do not appear in that half-dialog.
For each half-dialog we computed an overlap score [26],
with the word vector of the half-dialog of the speaker corresponding to the query and the vector representing the halfdialog of the listener corresponding to the document. Thus
we get two such overlap scores for each dialog, one for each
speaker, called overlap below. We also computed similarity of
the word vectors using the Euclidean distance: For each dialog,
we computed distances between the vectors corresponding to
the half-dialogs of the two speakers. Smaller distances indicate
higher similarity between the words the speakers use within the
dialog. For each speaker we also computed the tf-idf vector
of the words spoken by this speaker in her other dialogs. This
served as a reference for normalizing the distance between the
two speakers relative to the speakers’ “self-distances”. From
these distances, we calculated three features: the absolute distance between the two speakers, dist, their distance normalized
by the distance between their other dialogs, dist.rel, and their
distance normalized by the respective speaker’s self-distance,
selfdist.

Parameter

Estimate

SE

t-value

p

f0rise.conv
f1.conv
syldur.conv
dist
overlap
mod(multi)
f0rise.conv:mod
f1.conv:mod
syldur.conv:mod
dist.rel:mod
overlap:mod

0.1862
-0.0654
0.2497
-0.1711
0.2388
0.5698
-0.4525
0.3664
-0.2631
0.0961
-0.2557

0.0842
0.0858
0.0904
0.0821
0.0981
0.1313
0.1276
0.1205
0.1299
0.1491
0.1297

2.21
-0.76
2.76
-2.08
2.43
4.34
-3.55
3.04
-2.03
0.65
-1.97

.04*
.45
.007*
.04*
.02*
<.0001*
.0007*
.003*
.05
.54
.05

self-confidence ∼ (f0rise.conv + f1.conv + syldur.conv
+ dist.rel + overlap) * mod + (1|partner)
Table 2: Fixed effects in the competence model.

2.3.4. Lexical content and sentiment
As an approximate sentiment analysis of the spoken words, we
assigned positive and negative polarity to all tokens in the dialog
transcripts using data from [28, 29]. We did not explicitly take
into account neutral sentiment polarity. We computed the ratio
of positive and negative words for each half-dialog. In addition,
we looked at the absolute number and the proportion of tokens
that each speaker contributed to the dialog (ntok and ntok.rel)
as well as at occurrences of laughter both in absolute and in
relative terms (laugh, laugh.rel).

Parameter

Estimate

SE

t-value

p

positive
laugh.rel
syldur.sd
shimmer.sd
conv
mod(multi)
positive:mod
laugh.rel:mod
syldur.sd:mod
shimmer.sd:mod
conv:mod

0.2914
-0.2075
0.2559
-0.2166
0.1715
0.5125
-0.4679
1.6518
-0.3356
0.1443
-0.0779

0.1022
0.1004
0.1282
0.0960
0.0693
0.1255
0.1309
0.8074
0.1635
0.1543
0.1094

2.85
-2.07
1.99
-2.26
2.47
4.08
-3.58
2.05
-2.05
0.94
-0.71

.006*
.04*
.06*
.03*
.02*
.0001*
.0008*
.04*
.05
.36
.48

competence ∼ (positive + laugh.rel + syldur.sd
+ shimmer.sd + conv) * mod + (1|partner) + (1|speaker)

with significantly lower Akaike information criterion AIC). Tables 1 through 4 list model terms and estimates of the coefficients for fixed effects along with p-values obtained with the
mixed function from the afex package [32]. Significant factors
are highlighted in gray.
As can be seen in Table 1, speakers who are rated as more
self-confident converge more with respect to f0 rise amplitudes (f0rise.conv) and with respect to syllable durations (syldur.conv). They exhibit smaller distance to their partner in
terms of their word vectors (dist) and a greater overlap in terms
of tf.idf vectors (overlap). We also observe a main effect of
modality, i.e. speakers are rated as more self-confident in general when they could see each other during the conversation.
There are also two-way interactions of f0rise.conv and f1.conv
with modality showing that the convergence effect with respect
to f0 rise amplitudes is cancelled out in the multimodal condition, and that instead, we observe convergence in terms of F1
(f1.conv) in the multimodal condition.
With respect to competence (Table 2) we observe that convergence behavior seems to be less important, as only one significant factor is related to convergence: speakers who exhibit
stronger convergence behavior in at least one phonetic dimension (conv) are rated as more competent. In addition, a number
of factors not related to convergence play a role: Speakers who
use more positive words, but laugh less, are rated as more competent in monomodal dialogs. Again, both effects are in the

3. Results
The analysis was conducted using R version 3.3.2 [30] and the
packages lme4 [31] and afex [32]. Data manipulation and exploration was performed with the dplyr package [33] from tidyverse [27]. All continuous variables were z-scored and all categorical variables centered. The best random structure for each
dependent variable was determined first, by running multiple
anova model comparisons.
We then fitted full models, containing all acoustic, lexical
and sentiment variables, for the four social scores self-confident,
competent, likeable, and friendly as the dependent variables.
The full models were then reduced stepwise by eliminating the
parameter with the highest variance inflation factor (vif) in each
new calculation turn [34] until all vifs≤4. We then fit models with the remaining factors, once with, and once without an
interaction with modality (mod) and compared with an anova.
Finally, the better model of the two was further reduced by considering model fit. The impact of every eliminated variable on
the linear mixed model was tested with an anova model comparison – in case it did not improve the model significantly, it was
removed, until the best possible model fit was reached (i.e. that
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Table 3: Fixed effects in the friendliness model.

concepts cannot be clearly separated.

Parameter

Estimate

SE

t-value

p

intensity.sd

-0.1103

0.0456

-2.42

.02*

In any case, most parameters that have been found to correlate with aspects of voice attractiveness in earlier studies do
not significantly contribute to social attractiveness in our data.
Specifically, we find no effect of absolute pitch or pitch range
(which would be captured by the standard deviation of the pitchrelated parameters). We also do not find effects of the traditional
voice parameters, except that variation in the amount of shimmer is negatively related to competence.

friendliness ∼ intensity.sd + (1|partner)
Table 4: Fixed effects in the likeability model.
Parameter

Estimate

SE

t-value

p

f0peak.conv
f2.conv
f1.conv
intensity.sd
dist.rel
mod(multi)
f0peak.conv:mod
f2.conv:mod
f1.conv:mod
intensity.sd:mod
dist.rel:mod

0.1271
0.1239
0.0368
-0.1391
-0.1923
0.0717
-0.3080
-0.1304
0.1364
-0.0177
0.2179

0.0936
0.0850
0.0849
0.0889
0.0874
0.1387
0.1257
0.1228
0.1171
0.1234
0.1493

1.36
1.46
0.43
-1.56
-2.20
0.52
-2.45
-1.06
1.17
-0.14
1.46

.18
.15
.67
.12
.03*
.61
.02*
.29
.25
.89
.15

Instead, most factors that we find to be significant in predicting social attractiveness are convergence factors. Ignoring
modality and its interactions with the other fixed factors, 6 out
of 11 significant factors are related to either phonetic or lexical convergence. In case of self-confidence and likeability, they
are clearly the dominant factors. This is not true for the competence model, but even there the factor conv, i.e. the value of
the strongest convergence observed among the phonetic parameters, is significant. The friendliness model is the exception,
however this models stands out anyway since it is surprising that
friendliness is best modeled using only one parameter (variation
in intensity). Of the convergence parameters, the ones related
to intonation and rhythm (f0 parameters and syllable durations)
seem to be most common.

likeability ∼ (f0peak.conv + f2.conv + f1.conv
+ intensity.sd + dist.rel) * mod + (1|partner)

Looking at the implications of the models presented above,
it is interesting to note that self-confidence is related to convergence in several ways. After all, it could have been expected
that self-confident speakers have the least motivation to converge to their partners. A further interesting finding is that competence is, among other factors, related to the use of more positive tokens in the dialog—simplified somewhat, this could imply that we perceive more optimistic people as more competent.
And finally, likeability is consistently related to lexical convergence, and only in an interaction (negatively) related to phonetic
convergence. This could be interpreted as indicating that for
the perception of likeability, content is more important than its
phonetic-prosodic realization. Before concluding, it should be
noted that three of the four models indicate an effect of modality on the attractiveness scores, and this effect is positive in all
cases. This may be due to the fact that it is easier to connect to a
dialog partner if there is eye contact, and this could be reflected
in the overall higher ratings in the multimodal condition.

opposite direction in the multimodal condition, as can be seen
from the negative coefficients in the interaction of both factors
with modality (mod). In addition, speakers with less shimmer
are rated as more competent. As before, there is also a main
effect of modality indicating that speakers are rated more competent in general in the multimodal condition.
The model for friendliness (see Table 3) indicates that only
one factor is significantly related to friendliness: speakers who
vary their intensity less are rated as more friendly. Finally,
we find that two factors have a significant effect on perceived
likeability (Table 4), and they are again related to convergence
behavior: Speakers who have a smaller relative tf-idf distance
(dist.rel) to their partners, i.e. converge more with respect to
words that are central, are perceived as more likeable. Interestingly, convergence in terms of adapting f0 peak height is also
relevant, although not in general, but in the multimodal condition, as can be seen from the interaction between f0peak.conv
and mod. The direction of the effect is also unexpected: we observe that speakers who adjust their f0 peak height less to their
partners are rated as more likeable.

To conclude, this paper investigates a less well-researched
aspect of attractiveness, namely “authentic” social attractiveness as perceived in real, natural interactions. We show that
convergence seems to be an important factor in speakers’ mutual perception, maybe more important than the phonetic and
prosodic parameters traditionally investigated in studies on attractiveness. The present work investigates only female speakers, which implies that the ratings are probably relatively unaffected by sexual attractiveness. However, it precludes generalization to male speakers. This can be addressed in the future, as
we are currently annotating the GECO 2 database, which will
contain conversations in the same setup as in the present GECO
database, but will involve both mixed-gender and single-gender
conversations [35].

4. Discussion and Conclusion
In general, we find that a number of the proposed parameters
are related to social attractiveness as captured by the four variables self-confidence, competence, friendliness, and likeability.
Among these are some well-known parameters, for instance we
confirm an effect of variability in intensity on friendliness [7].
That study also observed lower use of negative emotion and
more turn-medial or turn-final laughter for friendly speakers,
which is similar to our finding that more positive words and
more laughter are received more positively, even though in our
case these parameters are associated with higher competence
rather than friendliness. It has been argued that likeability may
be related both to benevolence and to status [16] so the fact that
friendliness and self-confidence correlate with similar parameters in [7] and in our study may be further evidence that the two
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